
Unit 4 - Themes 1

El otro árbol de Guernica – Luis de Castresana (novel)
Teacher’s Notes

First published in 1967, El otro árbol de Guernica is a semi-autobiographical story about the experiences 

of Santiago Celaya and his sister Begoña who, in order to protect them from the danger and horrors of 

the Spanish Civil War in the late 1930s, are evacuated along with many other children, first to France and 

later to Belgium. Told from the perspective of Santi, we see how the children learn to adapt to a new way 

of life, a different culture and to support each other through the trials and tribulations of pre-adolescence. 

The meeting point for these young exiles is under the large oak tree in the patio of their temporary home 

the ‘Fleury’ where they share their memories and hopes that soon they will return to their beloved Basque 

country.   

Activity 1 Description of activity and suggested uses:

In the two short texts, a short summary and a review, 

there are a number of gaps, which the student fills by 

dragging and dropping words from the word list below. 

A score is given at the end. 

The missing words relate to the themes that teachers 

can use as a starting point for further discussion and 

development. 

As an extension activity, students could translate the 

review into English. Additionally students could search 

for others online. 

This type of exercise can be repeated by finding other 

texts and using them to create additional practice 

tasks. 

Skills covered: 

This exercise involves 

reading skills, and is 

based on a review of 

the novel in Spanish. As 

well as reading, students 

are encouraged to think 

about grammar and 

to build a bank of key 

vocabulary related to the 

themes.

Activity 2 This exercise requires students to translate a slightly 

adapted but original review of the novel. They type 

their translation into the box provided and can print 

it off once finished. There is a suggested translation 

for reference but teachers must emphasise that this is 

not the only correct rendition of the original text. The 

review itself contains key thematic content. 

Students could work individually or in pairs on this 

activity before going on to translate other reviews. 

This activity is to help 

students develop 

translation skills. They 

should be encouraged 

to avoid translating word 

for word but consider 

whole sentences, idiom, 

word order and sentence 

structure. 

Activity 3 For this activity, students read two different film 

reviews on the novel, both of which contain references 

to thematic content, with a view to writing their own. 

Students could discuss the relative strengths and 

weaknesses of the reviews and then write their own. 

They could subsequently present their work to the 

whole class or within a small group and print it to hand 

in for teacher feedback. 

This activity develops 

reading and writing skills 

and helps to enhance key 

vocabulary linked to the 

novel. 

It will also encourage 

students to develop the 

skill of writing succinctly 

when giving opinions 

but at the same time 

identifying key themes. 


